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**In Print**

"It is entirely inappropriate for an elected representative of the people of the United States to use his position to send snarky, insulting emails, regardless of his political position. This behavior is childish and an abuse of his office."
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**Bear Briefs**

The place to go to know the place to go.

Let’s talk adventure The Outdoor Adventure club will hold an information meeting about spring break trips to Florida, Paris-Cameron and the Grand Canyon. The meeting will be held from 7 to 8 p.m. Feb. 6 in 314 Student Life Center. The group leaders will answer any questions students may have.
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**Collins is not closing**

**Viewpoints**

The Lady Bears will meet... called Al Miraj has opened... In Print
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**Dining hall will remain open despite rumors of closure**

Forging the path called Al Miraj has opened... in Print
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**In Print**

The place to go to know the place to go.
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**End in sight for East Village dorm**
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**Professor shares Middle East photos with libraries**
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**Former court justice emphasizes caution in new gun control laws**
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**Wayne G. Hanger, dean for students and director of Academic Affairs at Mississippi College.**

"I think it's going to change the way we do things," Doyle said. "The community will feel larger and more connected."
**Editorial**

A personal opinion is due.

Having a personal opinion about an issue of personal opinion — one’s own — is okay.

Having a personal opinion that touches for the death of President Obama, as appealing as it may be, is also protected under the First Amendment.

However, Kansas House Speaker Mike O’Neal (R-Budapest) recently apologized for an email sent to “Announcing for all of his Republican colleagues that cites the Second Amendment.

This seems to suggest O’Neal's embarrassment for “word for word” endorsement of the prayer. However, if O’Neal indeed only cited the first line of the Psalm, it is understandable to expect people not to read it in context with the rest of the passage.

This is not the first time the Kansas speaker addressed his GOP email list. Earlier in January, O’Neal defended an email to his colleagues that referred to an email from the White House that he forwarded an email to all his colleagues in which he referred to Michelle Obama as Mrs. Wombanilla and called her a test of St. Bitch.

It is entirely appropriate for an elected representative of the people of the United States to call his position to sound staid, incurring emails, ignored his political position. This behavior is childish and an abuse of office. Furthermore, it is inappropriate for the White House to issue a response and require a response from the school.

What is happening is attempting to bring about change, is to bring about change. And the position of the president, President Obama, said his time and energy drafting legislation instead of sending rude emails.

While we are happy to give everyone an equal right to free speech, we can never excuse the act that O’Neal used public politi- cal platforms to be a child. We expect and deserve more from our elected officials than this.
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WASHINGTON — The Senate overwhelmingly confirmed President Barack Obama's choice for the top U.S. envoy to Afghanistan on Tuesday, the day before John Kerry by secretary of state, with Republican leaders delaying his confirmation to allow a

A person in the crowd holds up a sign in support of President Barack Obama as he arrives to speak about immigration at Del Sol High School on Tuesday in Las Vegas.

Alabama guaranteed favorite Newt Gingrich and Sen. John Barrasso, R-Wyo., and John Hoeven, R-N.D. Kerry has tamped down diplo-

One senator — Kerry — voted to confirm the man who has led the panel for

The 51-year-old McCarthy was

The selection of Kerry closes

Obama tapped Kerry, 69, the

Obama said during a campaign-

Patrick Leahy of Vermont and

One senator — Kerry — voted

Peter White of the Columbus Dispatch, a former New Hampshire state legis-

The White House and the group of eight senators, which put out their proposals one day ahead of the president Florida Sen. Marco Ru-

A person in the crowd holds up a sign as President Barack Obama shakes hands after speaking about immigration at Del Sol High School on Tuesday in Las Vegas.

A person in the crowd holds up a sign in support of President Barack Obama as he arrives to speak about immigration at Del Sol High School on Tuesday in Las Vegas.
**Robots exhibit combines mind and machine at Mayborn**

By Ansley Dutch

Steve Walker

Steve Walker

The Mayborn Museum Complex brings together man and machine with the new “Robots + Us” traveling exhibit.

The exhibit, nestled from the Science Museum of Minnesota, was displayed in Arlington last fall and arrived at Mayborn for the exhibit's opening Saturday night.

Robin Tucker Nall, change management and family friend, said she likes all that “Robots + Us” offers in attraction and family fun.

“Mediterranean as a whole and does not come from other countries through food and culture that will appeal to everyone,” said Al Miraj (Owner of Al Miraj).

**Al Miraj offers downtown eclectic Mediterranean cuisine**

By Raphael Satter

Associated Press

The restaurant, located at the corner of 4th and E St. Waco, is open seven days a week and closed on Sundays.

Al Miraj is a symbol of downtown Waco's cultural growth.

Waco's city center.

To appeal to people who may not have tasted these dishes before, Al Miraj is open seven days a week.

If you’re reading a newspaper about WikiLeaks, you’ll likely be reading one of the many newspapers that have reported on the story. The New York Times, The Washington Post, and The Guardian are just a few of the newspapers that have covered the story.

The leak of the WikiLeaks dataset has raised significant questions about the role of governments and media organizations in the dissemination of information. The leak has also sparked debate about the ethics of publishing classified documents. Some argue that the leak is a violation of privacy and national security, while others believe that it is a necessary step in promoting transparency and accountability.

The leak has also raised questions about the future of journalism and the role of the media in a world where information is readily available online.

The WikiLeaks story has been covered extensively by the media, with reports and analysis appearing on news websites, blogs, and social media platforms. The leak has also sparked a debate about the role of the media in shaping public opinion and influencing political decision-making.

The leak has also raised questions about the role of the media in a world where information is readily available online.

The leak has also raised questions about the future of journalism and the role of the media in a world where information is readily available online.

The leak has also raised questions about the role of the media in a world where information is readily available online.

The leak has also raised questions about the role of the media in a world where information is readily available online.
Lady Bears look to stay hot through Big 12 play

By Deanna Newman

Associated Press

Baylor big 12 athletes worked with the Lady Bears coach until they were the top two teams in the conference.

There are also multiple bowl games in the 2010-2011 season. Baylor leads the Big 12 in scoring offense, blocked shots, assist turnover ratio, assists, field goal percentage, 3-point shooting percentage and field goal percentage.

There are also two teams in the conference that meet the principles, such as not having more than one team in the new playoff system at the end of the 2014 season. The Big 12 teams that are playing very good basketball, statistically doesn't always show is Gary Franklin. He's been outstanding, especially in conference play, and why be the emphasis on the non-big 12 teams. Baylor basketball is on the defensive end. He's been outstanding, especially in conference play and on the defensive end.

Senior guard Pierre Jackson, who was asked to make open shots this season, has done a great role, "Gathers said. "I just want them to be able to come off the bench and do that role."

The Baylor Bears will have showdown tonight against the Oklahoma Sooners at 8 p.m. in the Ferrell Center.

The two teams are playing very good basketball, statistically doesn't always show is Gary Franklin. He's been outstanding, especially in conference play and on the defensive end.

Senior guard Pierre Jackson, who was asked to make open shots this season, has done a great role, "Gathers said. "I just want them to be able to come off the bench and do that role."
**Guns laws given a second look**

Firearms Training Unit Detective Barbara J. Maltz of the Connecticut State Police holds up a Bushmaster AR-15 rifle, for a demonstration during a hearing of a legislative subcommittee reviewing gun laws Monday at the Legislative Office Building in Hartford, Conn. The gun is the same model and made of steel used by Adam Lanza in the Sandy Hook School shooting. The parents of children killed in the Newtown school shooting called for better enforcement of gun laws Monday at the legislative hearing.

**Private landowners reap royalties from gas drilling**

For some landowners, the unheralded gas boom has been a mixed blessing, with many owners saying they have lost royalties since 2008. acre. They received leases that left out gas royalties.

**Multimillion-dollar cancer agency network shuts down**

Dr. Charles Geyer, chief medical officer of CTNeT, told the Associated Press the network was on the verge of enrolling patients in its first clinical trial. However, Geyer said the network was on the verge of enrolling patients in its first clinical trial. But the network was on the verge of enrolling patients in its first clinical trial. The network was on the verge of enrolling patients in its first clinical trial. But the network was on the verge of enrolling patients in its first clinical trial.

**In Brief**

**Bad News**

In Kentucky, the Court of Appeals ruled that the state could not continue to defend a constitutional question on the basis of an action that was judged to be, a typical state-funded agency.